
Smoke particles get charged electrically

Insulators generate stable high voltage

The product actively absorbs the smoke
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Smoking without fine dust, fast and energy-efficient

Ionsmoke is a breakthrough clean technology that helps you 
save time and energy when smoking meat, fish and cheese.



Based on a simple principle, Ionsmoke delivers state-of-the-art 
food processing technology.
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Advantages

The fact that weight is lost during warm and hot 
smoking is definitely desirable. But there is a required 
weight loss and an unnecessary weight loss.


For example, a product can already have achieved its 
desired weight loss before the color is right.

It takes less sawdust/incense material for the same 
smoke transfer. This is also the case with liquid 
smoke.

The ionization technology behind Ionsmoke originally 
comes from fine dust filtering, that is installed inside 
the chamber instead of inside the chimney.


So, besides improving your overall smoking process, 
Ionsmoke also eliminates fine dust emissions.

Due to the shorter smoking time, the system and 
smoke generator also require less energy. All factors 
together help to reduce the CO2 footprint.

Ionsmoke fits any vertically ventilated smoke system 
and works seamlessly with a special EBSmoke control 
system. 


Conventional smoking is still possible if you wish.

We usually reduce smoking time by 50%. We can 
often shorten the drying times. This not only saves 
smoking time, but also overall time. 


This increases the capacity of the smoke house and 
can improve the productivity of the smoke house 
employees.

More yield

Sawdust savings

Fine dust pollution

Energy savings

Retrofit

...

Smoking time reduction

Ionsmoke also works with your existing controller. 
This enables us to retrofit integral systems without 
extensive system changes.

Together with our EB1 controller there are further 
advantages. For example, the smoke density in the 
chamber can be measured and automatically adjusted 
on an ongoing basis.

Ionsmoke + EB1 Controller

Ionsmoke

Ionsmoke

your existing controller

EB1 Controller
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Specifications
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We have successfully installed Ionsmoke all over the word.

We help you to set up Ionsmoke and get it running.

We assist you in adapting your recipees. 

Smoked chicken Smoked bacon Smoked fish

Ionsmoke Isolator EB1 controller Ionsmoke in smoke chamber

Application

www.ebsmoke.com+41 71 634 60 50

Interested or need a quote? Get in touch.

https://www.ebsmoke.com

